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We can now study the "quantified us" not just the quantified 
self. 

The world has become a lab in a way it was not when 
Charles Fourier or Lenin proposed to engineer new social 
forms. 

Let's see what we can engineer in terms of new governance 
with modern technological weapons



Braudel 1978



Government is a machine to integrate the social, emotional, and 
cognitive attributes of the group into a coherent, consensual, and 
prosperous whole - it is an ecosystem only partly of our own 
deliberate making.

Governance has to accomodate psy-soc-cog determinants that 
are somewhat immutable (think evolutionary psychology, eg the 
most frequent objection to communism being -it is nice, but it is 
not man) to the combinatorics of the possible (as sampled for 
instance by other living forms from beehives to complex bacterial 
biofilms).



"immobilisme politique" - no substantial decision is taken

"etouffement bureaucratique" - dynamics of EU admin development

"opacite politique" constraints and architectural choices are opaque to the 
citizens, e.g. worn and wrong image of the redistribution model in France

"desengagement politique" participative gov is limited and stumbling on 
"click-time" problems - competing with neural marketing for cognitive wattage
 
"deep regulatory capture", eg the ongoing VW emissions defeat and car 
industry lobbying

"national borders" become inefficient anchors of national interest with other 
communities 

(claim 1) Old forms of government



(claim 2) New technologies are expanding on the possible, new 
schemes of governance are conceivable

new forms of: power delegation, citizen engagement, political 
contractuality, incentives.



at-scale data collection and analytics
powerful AI classifiers and detection
"open"
ubiquitous computational and sensing power (smart phones), 
trustless forms of transactions - blockchain
creation of ad hoc and transient social network with controlled 
composition,
new methodologies for the design of incentives to engage in collectives,
cryptographic methods to handle secrecy and various other aspects of 
privacy and data ownership
education tech 
game-derived techniques to cope with global problems (enhance/modify 
the individual - the boundary is unclear)
virtual worlds as labs for new forms of emo-cog and collective processes 
with different emergent governance models.



examine and confront the said (gov-expansive) new techs
foster their recombination 
use them to design new political ecosystems, new forms of governance or 
collective integration (intelligence, decision, action, monitoring), 
think ahead the new forms of data and regulatory capture that will stand in 
the way
To foster experimental initiatives, discuss deployment, discuss their 
ressourcing (economics of new gov). To foster in a parallel theoretical thread, 
the reconceptualisation of the psy-soc-cog landscaping/political engineering 
needed to accompany the experimental design of new gov forms.

goals (see UN's subgoal SDG17)



 FR-UK 
workshop 

25-26/05 -or- 1-2/06

citizen engagement/participative processes

reputation/mechanism design

citizen-centric services
transcending frontiers
voting with taxes

transparency/trust/anonymity

gamification of gov
gov in 20 yrs

collective intelligence (and limits/Dunbar)

NESTA: 
argumentation/voting systems - new forms of representation delegation/liquid democracy

stereotypes of politics - personalised political interaction

26/5 ecrire a étalab,  

26/05
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maintain a distributed data-structure
with no central maintainer - 

blockchain = consensus machine

everyone can read 
everyone can write
at any time 

nodes do not know each other
everyone can join and quit
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paradoxically - no intelligence more security



we take bitcoin - i.e. a crypto-currency as an
example of a use of the blockchain algorithm
data-structure = big collective bank account

but it is just an example

but it is a very good one:
- market cap USD 5B
- it is growing exponentially in some sense

- it is cognitively easy; 
coherence is just no-double-spending



what kind of security properties
how does it work (on paper)

why would nodes participate 

how does it work in practice

what comes next?
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economics of blockchain



base

maintain a distributed "accounting book" or ledger

block chain = chain of blocks
400k

block = stack of transactions
2k
1MB

transaction = txn
A pays u to B

bitcoin's blockchain

hook

pow

few txn/s

reward for nodes
money creation

computational price
to pay to write



transaction = txn
A pays u to B

blockhain local coherence

need to check authenticate (crypto signature) 
need to check that the account A has ≥ u left
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we cannot expect everyone 
to have the same view of the world

nor can we expect everyone to play 
according to the rules (open system)
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global state of the system is a tree 

4
the "head" is unstable

blockhain global coherence



security properties

chain quality - a lower bound on the number of blocks 
created by good guys on the chain (denial of service)

chain coherence - the probability of a fork at depth k is prop to 2-k

chain progress



Good
node 

(miner)
incoming txn
write - txn(o)

txn
block

txn
block

block(o)read

bitcoin
P2P

network

bitcoin
users

other
miner

other
miner

the protocol



network-enforcement

Good
node 

(miner)

txn

block

txn

block

block(o)

other
miner

other
miner

only validated txn and blocks
propagate
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chain selection

new
block

hook

what to do with a new block



chain coherence, quality, progress

security parameters

f = global block generation rate
T = characteristic time of propagation

a = good guys/bad guys ratio 

for small fT and a > 1 + x(fT)
one has chain coherence

fT = block generation per synchronisation round
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A. Kiayias et al, Nov 2015



with over 50% hash power, 
adversary can rewrite the chain anywhere;

regrow the chain from depth before point of 
manipulation and when longer than current 
send top block around13-th IEEE International Conference on Peer-to-Peer Computing

partition P

h+1,b0 . In this case nodes from P

h

will join P

h+1,b

and P

h+1,b0 concurrently until P
h

is empty, and all nodes are
in one of the partitions with height h+ 1.

Only nodes adjacent to the cut between P

h+1,b and P

h+1,b0

will know both b and b

0 and therefore able to detect the
resulting blockchain fork. Nodes that are in the partition
P

h+1,b, and not adjacent to P

h+1,b0 , will only know b and be
completely oblivious to the existence of a conflicting block. A
partition P

h+1,b could potentially contain only a single node,
in the case that the node’s neighbors already know a conflicting
block and immediately stop the propagation of b.

The above also applies for transactions that are being
propagated. If two transactions that attempt to spend the same
output are propagated in the network only the first transaction
a node receives will be deemed valid, the second transaction
will be invalid according to that node’s state and will therefore
not be announced to its neighbors.

This behavior has the advantage that a malicious node may
not flood the network by issuing hundreds of contradicting
transactions with no additional cost, in the form of fees, to the
malicious node. On the downside this very behavior makes
double spend attacks that are invisible to the merchant [11]
possible.

In the case of transactions, stopping the propagation is a
reasonable trade off, that protects the network from transaction
spam, at the expense of individual users. However, in the
case of blocks, stopping the propagation is not reasonable.
The blockchain forks, that are hidden from a majority of the
nodes by doing so, are an important indicator of an ongoing
unresolved inconsistency. As valid, but potentially conflicting
blocks, cannot be created at an arbitrary rate like transactions,
forwarding them would not create the possibility of an attack.

IV. BLOCKCHAIN FORKS

In this section we focus on the block propagation and the
blockchain forks that occur in the network. We show that
blockchain forks are caused by the long propagation time by
presenting a model that matches the observed blockchain fork
rate.

A. Observing Blockchain forks

Some blockchain forks may be observed by participating
in the network and receiving the two conflicting blocks.
Observing all blockchain forks however is difficult. If a node
detects that an incoming block conflicts with the block it
believes to be the chain’s head, then it will not propagate the
block any further.

Recall that the partitions in a blockchain fork may have size
1. As a direct result, faithfully reporting all blockchain fork
would require being connected to every node in the network.
Due to some nodes not being reachable, either because they
are behind a firewall or network address translation, only an
approximation of the actual number of blockchain forks can
be given.

Using the implementation from Section III we collected
the blocks that have been propagated in the network between

Fig. 5. Histogram of blockchain forks for 10’000 blocks starting at height
180’000, observed while participating in the network.

height 180’000 and height 190’000. We are confident that due
to our large sample, which includes all reachable nodes, nearly
all the found blocks have been propagated to us, allowing us
to identify close to all blockchain forks that occurred in the
measurement interval.

Figure 5 shows the histogram of blockchain forks in the col-
lected blocks. There were 169 blockchain forks in the observed
10’000 block interval, resulting in an observed blockchain fork
rate r = 1.69%.

B. Model

The proof-of-work causes valid blocks to be found inde-
pendently at random. Since blocks are found independently
at random by the participants in the network, a block might
be found while a conflicting block is being propagated in the
network. We claim that blockchain forks are caused by the
block propagation delay in the network.

1) Probability of finding a block: The bitcoin protocol
adjusts the difficulty of the proof-of-work required to find
a block so that in expectation one block is found every 10
minutes.

If X

b

is the random variable of the time difference in
seconds between a block being found and its predecessor being
found, then the probability of a block being found by the
network as a whole in any given second is

P

b

= Pr[X
b

< t+ 1|X
b

� t] ⇡ 1/600 (1)

2) Part of the network that could find a conflicting block:
A blockchain fork occurs if, during the propagation of a block
b, a conflicting block b

0 is found. Such a block b

0 may only
be found by the part of the network that does not yet know
about b.

Let t
j

be the time in seconds at which node j learns about
the existence of b since it has been found. Let the I

j

(t) be
the indicator function whether node j knows about b at time
t. Let I(t) be the indicator function that counts the number of

6

Decker-Wattenhoffer, 2013



hence need to control fT

pow = proof of work has a tuneable difficulty level

it is recomputed every 2 weeks (thermostat)
with target f = 10'
for a T = 10s

we are in the window where a ~ 1
= 50% attacker limit

pow is a thermostat mechanism



https://blockchain.info/charts

bitcoin global hash power since Jan 09



thermostat at work







the techno-cultural tree

Tor network (Navy, 1997)

peer-to-peer (e.g. limewire, 2000)
technology

ubiquitous mobile
 computing

bitcoin 2007/2009

70's crypto: hash functions
digital signatures and proof of work

internet and tcp-ip (80's)
(determines T, decentralised)





rates for btc processing 7/s (Paypal 115/s; Visa up to 50k/s)
security runs against speed

what comes next for BTC



what comes next

what do we want to write on a decentralised and 
transparent ledger?

what incentives do we give to nodes?

micro-payments?
supply chain?
facts?
deeds?
political contracts?

smart contracts



Player P

state
round

blockchain/ledger

P2P cloud of players

reliable delivery within bound 
(round)

non-authenticable

local input channel
inserts and reads

local output channel
read results

global input channel
blocks and txn global output channel

broadcast
blocks and txn



Player P

state
round

blockchain/ledger

P2P cloud of players

reliable delivery within bound 
(round)

non-authenticable

local input channel
inserts and reads

local output channel
read results

global input channel
blocks and txn

global output channel
broadcast

blocks and txn

adversary
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